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A professional job turns personal for jet-setting contract killer Gideon in this sexy, thrilling pause

resister by New York Times best-selling author Eric Jerome Dickey.  As a hit man from the time he

was very young, money, women, and danger have always ruled Gideon's life; but for the first time,

the job is taking its toll. Neither Gideon nor the city of Buenos Aires has recovered from the mayhem

caused during Gideon's last job. But before the dust has settled and the bodies have been buried,

Gideon calls in backup - including the lovely Hawks, with whom Gideon has heated memories - to

launch his biggest act of revenge yet...one he believes will destroy his adversary, Midnight, once

and for all. Yet Midnight and his second-in-command, the beautiful and ruthless SeÃƒÂ±orita

Raven, are launching their own revenge, assembling a team of mercenaries the likes of which the

world has never seen...and Gideon isn't their only target. Gideon will need all of his skills if he is to

save not only his team but his family as well. Dickey's new novel stirs up a whirlwind of sex and

violence that spans the globe...and leaves no moral boundary uncrossed.
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Eric Jerome Dickey is my favorite author. I loved this book from beginning to end. I was amazed

how we got to revisit all the old characters in the Gideon series. I'm so relieved Gideon was not

killed off in this book. The Bajan has me intrigued, but I would love to see Gideon in love with hawk.

I'm currently reading Blackbirds and haven't been able to put it down. But Eric Jerome Dickey's

books are addicting. Always draws me deep into his fantasies. Can't wait until the next book.



It has been a long time coming but well worth the wait. I love how you develop each character and

their story. Catherine still has to many secrets that I still will put them all in danger again. Could

Gideon really have a twin? If so who? Is he an assasin? Who is this mysterious MX99 that contact

Gideon to help the Bajah man? Is the Beast or Midnight his father? You have left me wanting more

answer... I really enjoyed this book and will be anxiously waiting for the next installment. Please

don't have us waiting to long, I might go crazy!

I'm having a hard time deciding if this was my fav installation of the series. Like everyone else I

couldn't wait for EJD to continue the crazy and dangerous saga of Jean-Claude. I LOVED finding

more background on Thelma/Catherine/Nathalie, Medianoche/Midnight, Gideon/Jean-Claude, et al.

I can't wait for the next installment. There were a couple of things I didn't expect--broke my heart

and was totally unexpected st what happened with Shotgun. I told myself that EJD couldn't

,wouldn't, no way. I was rooting for Hawks. Love her and Gideon together. Arizona not so fond of.

Glad of Gideon's turnabout. So many things I love in this book/series.I'm sorry for the spoilers.

I chose to rate this book with 5 stars because I really enjoyed it. I wish there was more insight as to

who Thelma really was, but I feel like this was a setup for another book in this series. I don't feel like

EJD would leave us all having on to thoughts of the envelopes in the safe room in Powder Springs.

Then the twin brother somewhere possibly Yerres?! He has to tell us more Ã°ÂŸÂ˜Â‚. I've waited

for this book for so long, and pre-ordered my digital copy 3 months in advance. Now I wish I hadn't

read it so fast Ã¢Â˜Â¹Ã¯Â¸Â•.I recommend this EJD series to all my friends but they must start at

Book 1. That's the only way to appreciate the Gedion Series. Gedion never disappoints, I can't wait

to see what he does next Ã°ÂŸÂ˜Â€

I LOVE this book and I LOVE the Gideon Series. I tried to pace myself when reading it because i

hate the feeling once it's done; I felt like i knew the characters and actually miss them now that i

have finished reading the book. I really enjoy the crossing over of the characters from the different

books. I definitely loved how Gideon reconnected with all of his old flames; i had forgotten about

some of them.I have to say, the only thing that frustrated me a little about this book was that i

couldn't pronounce many of the Spanish words.I am EXTREMELY EXCITED that Gideon will be

working with MX-401; I actually screamed when i saw the text message she sent him, but was also

worried for MX-999. EJD, please make sure that Petrichor and Hawks will be joining them in



liberating MX-999.To Mr. Eric Jerome Dickey, Thank you for your books. Great entertainment and

knowledge in more ways than one would expect. Keep them coming.

Once again EJD does what he does best. Violence, sex, scenery, language, history. It's a great

read. Really enjoyed uncovering the truths about Gideon. The resurrection of Midnight, the

introduction of "The Kiwi", the reappearance of Hawks and Arizona. This novel is filled with

gruesome details, intimacy, lies, truth, and lust. It makes you feel hate, sadness, and moisture or

blood flow, depending on your organs. Definitely recommended.

It's been so long since we've had a Gideon book, and I couldn't wait to get my hands on this one.

Once I started reading, I was torn between wanting to know what happens next, but not wanting to

to be over. All of our old favorites, and new favorites are in this book. If you know and are familiar

with EJD you won't be disappointed with this final, but hopefully not last book in the Assassin series.

This Is By Far The MOST UNIQUE ERIC JEROME DICKEY Novel to Date. Like All Of Brother

Dickey's Fantastic Gideon Adventure Novels,The ACTION Is NON STOP & The Sispence KEEPS

YOU ON THE EDGE OF YOUR SEAT-Plus It Seems That was a Prelude To A Future Gideon

Adventure Which Will Be US Even More SUPER ADVENTURE & SUSPENSE-Great Job !-Mr Eric

Jerome Dicket-5 STARS A-Plus RATING
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